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Abstract: Proposed a task scheduling in cloud computing based on intelligence firefly algorithm aimed at the 

disadvantages of cloud computing task scheduling. Firstly, on the basis of cloud model, used intelligence fire-

fly algorithm with strong ability of global searching to find the better solution of cloud computing task sche-

duling then turned the better solution into the initial pheromone of improved firefly algorithm, and found out 

the cloud computing task scheduling and the algorithm’s global optimal solution through improved firefly in-

formation communications and feedbacks. Finally, made comparison test of the three benchmark function on 

the basis of MATLAB, the results showed, compared with traditional intelligence firefly algorithms, the im-

proved algorithm can preferably allocate the resources in cloud computing model, the effect of prediction 

model time is more close to actual time, can efficiently limit the possibility of falling into local convergence, 

the optimal solution’s time of objective function value is shorten which meet the user’s needs more. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is a now wildly used architecture hot, 

it’s product of the development of grid computing, distri-

buted computing, network storage and parallel 

processing [1]. It shows that the user’s applications can 

operate without personal computer but the server cluster 

in the Internet. There are three basic forms of cloud com-

puting services including: Infrastructure as a Service 

(IAAS), Platform as a Service (PAAS) and Software as a 

Service (SAAS) [2]. In cloud computing, the allocation 

of resources is a very important issue, the unsatisfactory 

allocation of resources can easily led the cloud’s servers 

crashed and other servers in idle. So in cloud environ-

ment, the problem mostly need to solve is the ways to 

control any server’s resources allocation and use condi-

tion by the information communication of local and in 

the Internet to make better use of the resources. Litera-

ture [3] made researches of the resources allocation con-

ditions in different environment. Literature [4] proposed 

the resources allocation mechanism of self-management, 

self-adjustment and self-protection. Literature [5, 6] pro-

posed a resources allocation system applies to extensive 

distributed system, which efficiently increased the sys-

tem’s service quality under cloud computing. 

Cloud computing is a combination of parallel computing, 

distributed computing and virtual technology, a hot tech-

nology of nowadays computer industry. The cloud sys-

tem firstly combined computer, storage device and so on 

and formed resources pool, then the users could choose 

the corresponding resources by their needs, this dynami-

cally offers users a computing service environment with 

reliable and ensure quality of service(QOS). Task sche-

duling is one of the core technologies of cloud computing 

which has big effect on the whole performance of cloud 

computing [7].  

Aimed at the task scheduling of cloud computing, a scho-

lar came up with a scheduling algorithm of HADOOP, 

this algorithm scheduled by task priority and submission 

time, which was easy to realize but it ignored the differ-

ence in tasks and made a long response time of the tasks 

[8]. Later some scholars proposed the cloud computing 

task scheduling algorithm with optimal efficiency; the 

task scheduling algorithm based on cost-driven; the task 

scheduling algorithm based on trust-driven, those algo-

rithms is flexible and better meet the needs of the users, 

but they all aimed at a certain object so it’s limited in 

application. A big amount of researches showed, cloud 

computing used in multiple task scheduling is not only 

reliable, quality of service(QOS) ensured but also be fair 

in task allocation, cloud computing multiple task sche-

duling is a world-recognized NP problem[9]. It’s very 

complex to solve with exhaustive search method, with 

swarm intelligence algorithm became mature, in recent 

years, some scholars brought particle swarm optimal 

algorithm, genetic algorithm and ant colony optimization 

into the task scheduling of cloud computing, which has a 

good result . But as the isomerism, dynamics and the 

differences of users of cloud computing, the cloud task 

scheduling is a complex problem, single genetic algo-

rithm or ant colony algorithm both has its shortage, and 

the combinational algorithm based on combination-

optimization theory have complementary advantages 

then find the optimal solution of the problem. 

2. Problem Description 
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2.1. Basic knowledge of cloud model 

The cloud model is a transformation model uses linguis-

tic values to express the uncertainty between a certain 

conception and its quantification expression, it fully 

combines fuzziness and randomness and forms the map-

ping between qualitative and quantification, shows in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Transformation schematic of cloud mode’s 

qualitative concept and quantitative data 

Sets U is discourse domain expressed by accurate numer-

ical value, A is corresponding qualitative concept in U. If 

quantitative value x u and x is a random implementa-

tion with likely normal distribution of qualitative concept 

A in discourse domain U, the certainty degree 

( ) [0,1]A x  of x to A is also a random number with likely 

normal distribution, then data array ( , ( ))ix A x  is called 

as cloud drop, the whole element  1,2...ix i n in dis-

course domain U and its certainty degree ( )iA x  for A, 

,i e , n data array ( , ( ))ix A x , forms the cloud model with 

n cloud drop, calls x distribution in discourse domain U 

as cloud distribution. The number characteristics of cloud 

model are expressed as expectation (Ex), entropy (En) 

and excess entropy (He). Among them, expectation (Ex) 

refers to the central value of discourse domain U, is the 

center of qualitative concept, reflects the cloud focus of 

the whole cloud drop swarm; entropy (En) refers to the 

range which can be received by fuzzy concept, 0En  ; 

excess entropy (He) is a uncertain measurement of entro-

py, ,i e , the excess entropy is the entropy’s entropy, 
He >0. The excess entropy reflects the degree of reach an 

agreement of cloud drop of representation qualitative 

concept or the concentration degree of cloud drop’s re-

presentation qualitative concept; the bigger excess entro-

py is, the qualitative concept has worse common sense or 

the qualitative concept is worse decentralization. 

3. Measurement of Cloud Model’s Spray 

Characteristic 

The cloud model’s spray characteristic refers to the cha-

racter of cloud drop distributes around cloud expectation 

curve’s discrete degree. Professor Liuyu, etc. made re-

searches on excess entropy measures cloud drop’s dis-

crete degree with fixed entropy. But these works did not 

show the essence factors of determine cloud model’s 

spray characteristic, ,i e , the standard deviation Y’s dis-

tribution of cloud drop quantitative data X determines the 

cloud model’s spray characteristic. The same as the cloud 

distribution probability density of cloud model algorithm 

identified is the theoretical basis of uncertainty reverse 

cloud model algorithm, this chapter revised the cloud 

distribution probability density and gave a strict proof 

according to spray characteristic Y >0. 

 The positive direction cloud model algorithm steps in 

one-dimension theory’s domain are as following: 

Step 1: Generates normal random number 
iy  whose 

expectation is
nE , standard deviation is He; 

Step 2: Generates normal random number 
ix  whose 

expectation is Ex, standard deviation is 
iy , 

ix  is a con-

crete and quantitative realize of qualitative concept A 

operates in its corresponding quantitative theory of the 

domain U, called cloud drop qualitative data; 

Step 3: Calculates  
2
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, 
ir  is the certain-

ty degree or subjection degree of 
ix  belongs to qualita-

tive concept A; 

Step 4: Repeats step one to three until generates n cloud. 

Prove: because  2,n ey r E H , En refers to the discourse 

domain must be greater than zero, as  2,xx N E y , y , 

as the standard deviation of x , must be greater than zero, 

so according to normal distribution random variable 

meets 3  rule, gets / 3n eE H  . Besides, the probability 

density of Y is 
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Gets joint probability density through conditional proba-

bility density formula: 
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Gets probability density which marginal probability den-

sity is cloud distribution through joint probability density 

formula: 
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This formula has no analytic form Quod 
ix  demonstran-

dum. 

From step 2, 3, y  is the standard deviation of cloud drop 

qualitative data X, its distribution character directly de-

termines the cloud drop’s distribution character, the big-

ger distribution scale of Y, the more cloud drop distri-

butes discrete. Because   
2

~ ( , )Y N En He  
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This text takes /a En He  as the measurement of cloud 

drop’s discrete degree, called spray factor, because qua-

litative data’s standard deviation Y, En and He must be 

greater than zero at the same time so a ≥3. Spray factor 

a  integrative considers the nature that standard deviation 

Y of cloud drop’s qualitative data X must be greater than 

zero, the distribution of Y directly affects cloud drop 

discrete degree and a  determines the distribution charac-

ter of Y, so 0.0 can be the significant digital characteris-

tic of cloud model to presents the discrete condition of 

cloud drop’s distribution. The spray characteristic of 

cloud model has the following characters: 

Character 1: The distribution characteristics of cloud 

drop’s qualitative data standard deviation determines the 

cloud drop’s distribution characteristics, a  refers to the 

cloud drop’s discrete degree and 3a  . The smaller a  be, 

the bigger discrete degree of cloud drop’s distribution; 

when 3  , the discrete degree of cloud drop’s distribu-

tion reaches the biggest; the bigger   is, the smaller dis-

crete degree of cloud drop’s distribution, finally tends to 

normal distribution. Now the cloud drop all approximate 

distributes on cloud expectation curve. 

 
Table 1. Sub-tasks and resources table 

The sub-

tasks 
resources Running time Running costs 

Total 

resources 

1n  
1m  

1 1( , )t n m  
1 1cos ( , )t n m  

=1

=
n

i

i

Sm m
 2n  

2m  
2 2( , )t n m  

2 2cos ( , )t n m  

… … … … 

nn  
nm  ( , )i jt n m  cos ( , )i jt n m  

 

Character 2: cloud distribution’s corresponding range of 

spray factor: 3 18a  . 

The spray factor determines the distribution characters of 

cloud drop qualitative data, and the kurtosis describe the 

figure of data distribution at the same time, the kurtosis 

of normal distribution is 3, if the kurtosis of cloud distri-

bution values around 3, the cloud distribution turns to 

normal distribution[8]. The kurtosis of cloud distribution 

defines as following:  

Definition 1: the kurtosis of cloud distribution 
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1f is 

cloud mode’s outer contour curve, 
2f  is inner contour 

curve. 

In cloud computing environment, the mostly used model 

is Map/Reduce, this model operates well in large-scale 

parallel task. Especially in cloud computing environment, 

it needs to processes each cloud user’s resource number, 

time, network channel fee, etc. in time. The currently 

related task scheduling algorithm focuses on the needs of 

overall task, considers less about the cloud user’s com-

plementing time, which led to unreasonable in time and 

resources distribution for the users when multiple tasks 

operates. Supposes cloud client’s tasks of cloud compu-

ting as table 1: 

a) Divides large-scaled task into relatively small tasks, 

divides in average, the sub-tasks’ operating time are simi-

lar. 

b) The number of resource distribution offers enough for 

sub-tasks. 

c) Reasonable defines sub-task occupies resources time. 

iN
 refers to the number of sub-tasks, im

 refers to the 

number of resources, 
 ,i it n m

refers to the time in task i , 

resources 
j

,
 cos ,i jn m

 refers to the costs in task i , 

resources 
j

. In these above models, supposes the re-

sources in cloud computing reasonable can be distributes 

into the computing resources of sub-tasks and ensures the 

shortest time and the lower costs for complementing the 

sub-tasks. 

4. Proposed Algorithm 

4.1. Mathematical model 

The resources distribution under cloud computing related 

some specification for cloud users, they have this restric-

tions as following in general: 

Each task can only operate once in one cloud server in 

the whole machining process. 

Without considering the superiority of each task. 

The mathematic model of this problem can be expressed 

as following: 

 1

1,2,... , 1,2,...

ij ij ijk

ij

FinishTime MachiningTime M

FinishTime i n j n
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Figure 1. Cloud drop’s discrete degree is determined by 

spray fact 

 1

, 1,2,... , 1,2,...

jk ij ijk

oj

FinishTime FinishTime M

MachiningTime i k n j n

  

  
       (7) 

0, 1,2,... , 1,2,...ijFinishTime i n k m                 (8) 

 max max ikMin FinishTime                     (9) 

Formula (6) refers to the operating order of each sub-task 

determined by each task. Formula (7) refers to the order 

of each sub-task, formula (8) refers to each sub-task’s 

time variable restriction. Formula (9) refers to objective 

function. ijFinishTime  refers to the complementing time 

of task i  in server k, ojMachiningTime  refers to the 

processing time of task i  in server k, M is a coefficient 

defined values, 
ijk  and 

ijk  are expressed as following: 

ijk  is 1 refers to  server j operating task i  in server k, 

ijk  is 0 refers to other conditions. ijk  is 1 refers to task 

i  processing task i  in server k, ijk  is 0 refers to other 

conditions. 

4.2. The applications of improved firefly algorithm in 

cloud computing tasks 

In basic firefly algorithm, fluoresce in value judges posi-

tion the current position of firefly is the best position, 

when it’s in the best position, it can attracts more fireflies 

to move towards so as to find out the objective value of 

function, but in the obtaining of fluoresce in, current al-

gorithm is easily to fell into local optimum. Aimed at this, 

improves formula (5), the fitness value of firefly is be-

tween  min max,l l then gets formula (10) 

      min

max

1j i i

l
l u l u r p x u

l
                     (2) 

The improved fluoresce in value can better avoid felling 

into local convergence and find best position, this im-

provement fits the reasonable use of multiple tasks in 

cloud computing, from formula (6) and formula (7), it 

ensures the complementing time among tasks in cloud 

server can reasonable close to processing time and con-

firms the objective function in formula (9) reaches mini-

mum. Applies improved firefly algorithm into cloud 

computing, all the processed task uses string encoding, 

randomly chooses the cloud user’s task which needs to 

be processed, all the tasks are numbered. Each firefly 

refers is a solution, the firefly’s position length refers to 

all the working procedure. The number of firefly refers to 

the searching number and space of the solution. The ob-

jective function in fireflies turns to the minimum value in 

cloud computing complementing time. 

4.3. Steps of algorithm 

a) Initializes each parameter in the algorithm and defines 

the initial firefly’s position, defines the minimum 
minl  

and maximum 
maxl  of fitness degree. 

b) Calculates new fluoresce in value by formula (2) and 

the objective function of firefly is fluoresce in value. 

c) Judges the new fluoresce in value by formula (2), con-

trols by formula min

max

l
r

l
. 

d) Changes the position of firefly, chooses fireflies which 

meets the standards by formula (2). 

e) Randomly chooses directional firefly i , updating by 

formula (4). 

f) After one iteration, judges whether the iteration meets 

the finishing condition when enters into next iteration. If 

not meets, turns to step 2. If satisfied, directly output the 

optimal solution. 

5. Experimental Results 

In order to prove the performance of this algorithm, tests 

in two aspects, one is the performance of algorithm, the 

other is the task scheduling in cloud computing. 

5.1. Performance test of algorithm 

The study makes comparison test using three benchmark 

functions in literature and to test the algorithm’s efficien-

cy and performance
 [8]

. Using of MATLAB in Windows. 

(a) Sphere function 
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This is a continuous, un-modal convex function, the min-

imum point of the global function is ze-

ro,  , , 0 1,2,...ii e x i n  , there are on interaction among 

variables. 

(b) Goldstein-Price function 
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3,  , , 3 1,2,...ii e x i n  , there are on interaction among 

variables. 

(c) Ackely function 

 
1

1
21exp 0.2 ( cos 2 ) 21 34

m

i i

i

f x x r x
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This is a multiple hump function with many local mini-

mum points, the minimum point of the whole function is 

0,  , , 0 1,2,...ii e x i n  , there are on interaction among 

variables. 

In the setting process of algorithm parameter, the scale of 

initial firefly is 500, iteration time is 200, parameter of 

fluoresce in is 0.6p  , parameter of function is 0.4  , 

initial fluoresce in is
0 10l  .The comparison of Sphere 

function’s convergence curves is shown as Figure 2. The 

comparison of ACKELY function’s convergence curves 

is shown as Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Sphere function’s convergence 

curves 
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Figure 3. Comparison of ACKELY function’s convergence 

curves 

5.2. Task scheduling of improved intelligence firefly 

algorithm in cloud computing 

This text aimed to prove the feasibility and the good sta-

bility of the firefly algorithm based on improvement in 

cloud computing distribution. Takes seven points: A(0,0), 

B(4,3), C(2,2), D(2,-1), E(3,-4), F(6,-6), G(8,2), node A 

is client side, B, C, D, E, F node is the server of cloud, G  

resources side showed as Figure 4. Supposes the re-

sources of client side A and resources side G can bear 

certain load capacity. AB, AC, AD, AE, AF refers to 

different tasks the distance refers to the number of re-

quired resources. Uses CLOUDSIM [9] platform, 

T3500CPU and 2GDDR3, Windows XP as operating 

system, simulates using MATLAB. Sets the number of 

firefly as 200, node number is 7, prediction transmission 

time is 100ms, execution time is 300ms, iterations is 400. 

This text makes comparison of basic firefly algorithm 

and improved firefly algorithm in cloud computing mod-

el, for their number of sub-task and consumed time, 

showed as Figure 5. The sub-tasks and resources table is 

shown as Table 2. 

A(0,0)

B(4,3)

C(2,2)

D(2,-1)

E(3,-4)

F(6,-4)

G(8,2)

 

Figure 4. Simulation construction of clouds computing 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the two algorithm’s route reply 

Table 2. Sub-tasks and resources table 

Function Algorithm 
Best solu-

tion 

Worst 

solution 
Average 

Sphere 
function 

intelligence 

firefly algorithm 
0.0212501 0.0298742 0.0255600 

algorithm in this 
text 

0.0019610 0.0105412 0.0062476 

Goldstein-

Price func-

tion 

intelligence 

firefly algorithm 
3.0005126 3.0014521 3.0009822 

algorithm in this 
text 

3.0000003 3.0000301 3.0000112 

ACKELY 
function 

intelligence 

firefly algorithm 
3.4589131 3.6521469 3.5565298 

algorithm in this 

text 
3.2456321 3.3562153 3.3109179 
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Figure 6. Task and complementing time of modified 

intelligence firefly algorithm in cloud computing model 

From figure 8, with the increasing number of sub-task, 

the algorithm in this text has certain advantages in task 

average transmission time and execution time. Mainly 

because the improved intelligence firefly algorithm can 

better distributes the resources in the model, prediction 

model time and effect is gradually close to actual time. 

From figure 4, the execution time of this prediction me-

thod is close to actual complementing time, which meets 

the task scheduling time in cloud computing environment. 

6. Conclusion 

How to make full use of the resources in cloud compu-

ting environment is a current-focusing problem. The me-

thod in this text improved the intelligence firefly algo-

rithm in nature, combined the number of sub-task, re-

sources with algorithm. In intelligence firefly algorithm, 

improved the method of firefly’s fluoresce in position so 

as to make the firefly find the better object faster. On this 

improvement, the method reasonable solved the problem 

of balancing the network load and extending network, 

enhanced the global convergence of algorithm, it’s valu-

able for increasing network operation. But there are still 

many practical problems in cloud computing to solve, 

resources distribution in cloud computing needs to be 

further researched. 
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